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Qmail Quickstarter: Install, Set Up and Run your own Email ServerPackt Publishing, 2007
A fast-paced and easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide that gets you up and running quickly

	Qmail Basics
	Storing and retrieving of emails
	Virtualisation
	Filtering Spam
	Hosting Multiple Domains, Encryption, and Mailing Lists


In Detail

This book...
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Java Network Programming, Third EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Java's growth over the last 10 years has been  nothing short of phenomenal. Given Java's rapid rise  to prominence and the even more spectacular growth of the Internet,  it's a little surprising that network programming in  Java is still so mysterious to so many. It doesn't  have to be. In fact, writing network programs in Java...
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Microsoft Forefront UAG 2010 Administrator's HandbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The Israeli department of defence has one of the strictest information security guidelines in the world, and a part of these guidelines is the requirement to have complete physical separation between the public and internal networks. A regular firewall just won't do, and this requirement gave birth to the concept of the
	Air-Gap, a...
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The Adobe Photoshop Elements Crafts BookPeachpit Press, 2005
Millions of people own digital cameras, yet most of us just store our digital photos on a hard drive or email them to friends. But what if you want to get a little more creative with your images? Armed with little more than a copy of Photoshop Elements, a computer, an inkjet printer, and a handful of basic tools, you can...
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PCI-X System ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2000

	The PCI-X bus will start appearing in advanced PCs within months, delivering breakthrough performance, transfer rates of up to 1.06 Gb/sec, and backward compatibility with the PCI standard. Now, there's a comprehensive guide to PCI-X, covering everything engineers and developers need to create robust, reliable PCI-X boards and software....
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Powerful Tools for a Modern Knowledge-Based Economy (SpringerBriefs in Business)Springer, 2014

	In this book, Hanadi Mubarak, Ali Husain and Michael promote the concept of innovation incubators from a business-management perspective. The book provides a comprehensive roadmap for the development of new economies based on technology, as well as value added in technology transfer, innovation development and an entrepreneurial climate.
...
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HTTP: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Behind every web transaction lies the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) --- the language of web browsers and servers, of portals and search engines, of e-commerce and web services. Understanding HTTP is essential for practically all web-based programming, design, analysis, and administration. 
 
While the basics of HTTP are elegantly...
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Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2006
The hard disk drive (HDD) is an excellent example of the practical application of precision mechatronics. Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control describes the control aspects of an HDD, explains difficulties faced by designers, provides solutions, and highlights challenges of future-generation drives. Combining academic interests with...
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The Mac mini GuidebookPeachpit Press, 2005
This book was written entirely in Microsoft Word 2004 for Macintosh on a Mac mini and, occasionally, a PowerBook G4. Judy did her editing in Word 2000 for Windows, and we successfully passed the files back and forth many times. The production team at Peachpit Press works mostly on Macs.

Other software used in the preparation of this book...
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Software Process Improvement: 15th European Conference, EuroSPI 2008, Dublin, Ireland, September 3-5, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This textbook is intended for use by SPI (Software Process Improvement) managers and researchers, quality managers, and experienced project and research managers. The papers constitute the research proceedings of the 15th EuroSPI (European Software Process Improvement, www.eurospi.net) conference in Dublin, Ireland, 3–5 September 2008....
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Learning Red Hat LINUX: Guide to Red Hat LINUX for New UsersO'Reilly, 1999
Learning Red Hat Linux walks the reader through the process of installing, configuring, and using Red Hat Linux 6 and some of its most popular applications. Networking coverage includes essential local area network configuration, plus excellent coverage of Samba setup and the process of establishing a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)...
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Blockchain for Enterprise: Build scalable blockchain applications with privacy, interoperability, and permissioned featuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement blockchain principles in your choice of domain using Ethereum 

	
		Key Features

		
			Build permissioned enterprise-grade blockchain applications from scratch
	
			Implement Blockchain-as-a-Service to enterprises in terms of deployment and security
	
			Achieve...
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